**Skip and Pass**

Target Vocabulary: center, front, skip, every one, every other one, left, and right.

Materials: Enlarge the dice pattern to make 4 inch dice from poster board. Die cut a figure or use strips of paper from equal numbers of black and white paper, enough to place one in front of each child. 2 bean bags or soft balls.

Instructions: 4 inch dice are made with the words skip black go right, skip white go right, skip black go left, skip white go left, everyone and every other one written on the sides. A dice is made for each circle of children. Divide the children into circles. You may be able to put them all in one circle as it works better with 10 or more children. Place a white or black die cut paper in front of each child making sure one color doesn’t fall all on one side of the circle. Children take turns throwing the dice into the center of the circle. The bean bags are then handed around the circle according to what the dice indicates. More than one bean bag can be set in motion around the circle at a time.
Cube
Fold on dark lines. Glue or tape the tabs to form a cube.
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